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EIR special report 
exposes U.N. 's 
depopulation drive 

EIR News Service is rushing into print an updated and ex
panded version of its special report on the subject of popula
tion policy and the "new world order." The new report is 
expected to be published by the end of July and will cost 
$250. 

The May 1992 original version, titled "The Genocidal 
Roots of Bush's 'New World Order,' " is sold out, but the 
battle over population policy is now red hot. The Vatican, 
leading Muslims, and the political movement headed by 
economist and statesman Lyndon LaRouche have taken a 
strong stand in opposition to the depopulation policies repre
sented in the draft document for the September 1994 United 
Nations International Conference on Population in Develop
ment (lCPD), planned for Cairo, Egypt, and in plans for 
other U.N. global conferences on the same theme in the 
next two years. 

Hitler in Blue Helmets 
In a full-page advertisement taken out by the Schiller 

Institute in the June 29 Washington Post opposing the Cairo 
conference, LaRouche says, "There is no difference between 
those in the U.N. who are convening and supporting this 
population cOr;J.ference, and Adolf Hitler. " The ad also quotes 
Pope John Paul II saying that what is at stake at the Cairo 
conference is "the very future of humanity." The ad was 
signed by nearly 300 leading religious, political, and com
munity spokesmen from around the world. 

The revised special report is titled "Stop the 'New World 
Order': Hitler in Blue Helmets." It is a nearly 300-page 
documentation of the genocidal, malthusian policies which 
the United Nations is carrying out today, including a full 
expose of the policies which the global depopulation lobby 
hopes to push through at Cairo. 

As the Foreword to the new edition states, "This report 
was first issued in 1992 during the disastrous administrations 
of George Bush and Margaret Thatcher, as the United Na
tions was transformed into a world empire administering and 
sanctioning genocidal wars against and within developing 
nations. It was clear with the Gulf war (Operation 'Desert 
Storm'), that 'the coalition' (as Bush and Thatcher called 
the United Nations-sponsored U.S. bombing force), was 
deliberately seeking the destruction of Iraq's economic in-
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Jrastructure to reduce its population by a sharp, sustained 
increase in death rates. 

"Since then, this has been the repeated feature of U.N.
regulated warfare in Croatia, Bosnia, Somalia, Rwanda. 
The same sustained increase of death rates has been the 
effect of International Monetary· Fund 'shock therapy' 
against Russia and eastern Europe. where national popula
tions are declining or stagnating 00 the brink of decline. 

"With the U.N. encouragement of Serbian outright geno
cidal war against the recognized sovereign nation of Bosnia, 
the U.N. imperial-colonial policy of population reduction by 
any means became a clear scandal, discrediting international 
law and the morality of the complicit governments. 

"Events of 1994, of two crucialJeatures, created a wide 
new demand for this special report. which exposes the evil 
roots and full current history of the malthusian doctrine of 
'overpopulation,' of 'carrying capaqity' limiting population, 
and of the fixed bestial model of human capabilities. 

"First, a general financial crasb of colossal magnitude 
began unfolding, with the emergence of the 'financial deriva
tives crisis' which Lyndon LaRouche and this news service 
had forecast. That crash will discredit the financial elites 
who demand depopulation of the Third World, and the con
servationist and environmentalist foundations they so grand
ly fund. It will demand of each natiol1 and region, emergency 
measures of physical-economic recQnstruction and develop
ment. Such measures require high rates of fertility and popu
lation

' 
growth over a generation s,an, and large younger 

generations with a period of 20 years or so education and 
training, if they are to be carried through. Above all, they 
will require the strengthening of thb family throughout the 
developed and undeveloped nations alike, as the only institu
tion through which the next generation of young people can 
develop as loving, productive human beings who conceive 
of themselves as in the living image of God the Creator. 

"Second, the United Nations with its 1994 Cairo Interna
tional Conference on Population and Development, has 
launched an escalated drive to for�e sovereign nations to 
limit and reduce their populations and to impose, as a matter 
of state policy, hedonistic lifestyles which are designed to 
destroy sane family life and deliver the control of those 
children who are born, into the hands of a satanic world 
dictatorship explicitly modeled on Aldous Huxley's Brave 
New World." 

Not a partisan issue 
While George Bush, the target of the original report, is 

no longer U.S. President, the policies of the "new world 
order" that he and his backers brou�t into existence contin
ue to guide the United Nations and, in many ways, the 
United States. The depopulation lobby is not a partisan 
grouping, and the battle for the sanctity of the human family 
and the sovereignty of the nation-state has its partisans in 
all political parties. 
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